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The Insights team
Unlocking value for Telkom Group

Insights delivers tangible value to TKG in the form of solutions that puts trustworthy data at the core,         

reduces cost, increases performance and unlocks new revenue streams.

We do this by applying deep expertise in Data Management, Data Engineering, Insights and Artificial 

Intelligence.
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The data problem

Structured data only accounts for about 20% of all organizational data

Unstructured data accounts for about 80% of all organizational data

According to KPMG Dark Data represents more than 80% of total data within 
organizations: 
• Data that lies below the surface, hiding within internal networks and holding piles of  

relevant information. It is not stored and in most cases it’s unstructured. 



The problem with visualizations

https://medium.com/nightingale/the-7-biggest-issues-data-visualization-faces-today-7bf6b6457b72

There are a few areas that affect impactful visualizations:

• Issues around data
• Visualizations in practice
• The general profession

https://medium.com/nightingale/the-7-biggest-issues-data-visualization-faces-today-7bf6b6457b72


The visualization problem - Data

Data visualization is often framed as a solution to the data-access problem, and most professionals who 
have a job title that includes “data visualization” spend an inordinate amount of their time not 
visualizing that data but cleaning and processing it.

Organizations
• Why do they spend so many resources on data collection without a plan?
• Why do they spend so much time competing to collect the most data?
• Why do they trust the raw data over the visualization?
• How do we create and integrate more data translators with domain knowledge

into organizational teams?

Teaching
• Why aren’t teachers taught how to use data visualization techniques?
• How do we prioritize teaching kids how to read a data visualization that isn’t a map?

Bias
• How do we raise awareness around bias in data collection methods?
• How do we get more people on board with visualizing uncertainty, 

beyond the academic space?
• How can we be more responsible in how we speak for the data?



The visualization problem – In Practice
This includes dealing with how aesthetics and science overlap in the visual display of information, as well as how data 
visualization cannot be evaluated objectively with the kinds of performance tests in place in other technical fields, its 
value and impact are tied to its reception by its audience. On the tool side, there’s general anxiety about the sheer 
number of tools and how those tools enable users to make questionable data visualization decisions.

Technique
• How do we balance beauty and understanding?
• How do we explain to clients that “it depends” 

(meaning that the right data visualization or right technique is context-dependent)?
• How do we create standards for accessibility?
• How do we prioritize designing with our audience in mind?

Tools
• How do we help people create good charts when modern software makes it so easy 

to make, charts quickly?
• How can we help those in the field not feel so overwhelmed with the number of tools

to learn?



The visualization problem – The Profession

You will find that there’s little shared definition of roles and responsibilities, best practices and resources. That internal chaos is reflected 
externally in how we approach stakeholders to explain how we make data visualization, how we measure its impact, and how we justify 
further investment by our organizations’ leaders in the roles and resources necessary to perform effective data visualization.

Internal
• Where can we come together as a central community?
• How do we create centralized resources and best practices?
• Where can we publish articles in a central place?
• How do we learn from related disciplines (design, UX, etc.)?
• How do we come to a common understanding of what data visualization is for?
• How do we organize into sub-disciplines within data visualization?

External
• How do I effectively explain to other people what I do?
• How do I make the case that data visualization is necessary?



Derive value from Data

https://linpack-for-tableau.com/tableau-dashboard/sfdc-salesforce-sales-pipeline/

Source Staging Semantic

Traditional analytics approach

Data Quality

Analytic

Data SecurityNormalization

Prepare, clean and correct 
data before loading it into the 
semantic layer. 

If issues arise, address in 
semantic layer.

Master Data

Reference Data

https://linpack-for-tableau.com/tableau-dashboard/sfdc-salesforce-sales-pipeline/


Derive value from Data

https://linpack-for-tableau.com/tableau-dashboard/sfdc-salesforce-sales-pipeline/

Source Semantic Staging

Value driven analytics approach

Data Quality

Analytic

Data Security

Show data exactly as it is on 
source. Semantic staging only 
allowed to apply master and 
reference data.Master Data

Reference Data

If issues arise, fix data as close 
to source as possible.

https://linpack-for-tableau.com/tableau-dashboard/sfdc-salesforce-sales-pipeline/


Giving data a voice



Increase Integrity – Increase Value

Data integrity is the coherence and undividedness of unadulterated data throughout its 
entire lifecycle from creation to deletion that ensures data is provided in a trustworthy 

consumable format to the user and that none of its quality’s and definitions are affected, 
changed or altered in any way. The user can make educated decisions on sound 

information without hesitation 



Giving data a voice
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